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Various signs

1B00  ᬀ BALINESE SIGN ULU RICEM = ardha-candra
1B01  ᬁ BALINESE SIGN ULU CANDRA = candrabindu
1B02  ᬂ BALINESE SIGN CECEK = anusvara
1B03  ᬃ BALINESE SIGN SURANG = repha
1B04  ᬄ BALINESE SIGN BISAH = visarga

Independent vowels

1B05  ᬅ BALINESE LETTER AKARA = a
1B06  ᬆ BALINESE LETTER AKARA TEDUNG = àa
     | 1B05  ᬅ 1B35  ᬵ
1B07  ᬇ BALINESE LETTER IKARA = i
1B08  ᬈ BALINESE LETTER IKARA TEDUNG = ii
     | 1B07  ᬇ 1B35  ᬵ
1B09  ᬉ BALINESE LETTER UKARA = u
1B0A  ᬊ BALINESE LETTER UKARA TEDUNG = uu
     | 1B09  ᬉ 1B35  ᬵ
1B0B  ᬋ BALINESE LETTER RA REPA = vocalic r
1B0C  ᬌ BALINESE LETTER RA REPA TEDUNG = vocalic rr
     | 1B0B  ᬋ 1B35  ᬵ
1B0D  ᬍ BALINESE LETTER LA LENGA = vocalic l
1B0E  ᬎ BALINESE LETTER LA LENGA TEDUNG = vocalic ll
     | 1B0D  ᬍ 1B35  ᬵ
1B0F  ᬏ BALINESE LETTER EKARA = e
1B10  ᬐ BALINESE LETTER AIKARA = ai
1B11  ᬑ BALINESE LETTER OKARA = o
1B12  ᬒ BALINESE LETTER OKARA TEDUNG = au
     | 1B11  ᬑ 1B35  ᬵ

Consonants

1B13  ᬓ BALINESE LETTER KA = kha
1B14  ᬔ BALINESE LETTER KA MAHAPRANA = kha
1B15  ᬕ BALINESE LETTER GA = gha
1B16  ᬖ BALINESE LETTER GA GORA = gha
1B17  ᬗ BALINESE LETTER NGA = gha
1B18  ᬘ BALINESE LETTER CA = cha
1B19  ᬙ BALINESE LETTER CA LACA = cha
1B1A  ᬚ BALINESE LETTER JA = jha
1B1B  ᬛ BALINESE LETTER JA JERA = jha
1B1C  ᬜ BALINESE LETTER NYA = tta
1B1D  ᬝ BALINESE LETTER TA LATIK = tta

1B1E  ᬞ BALINESE LETTER TA MURDA MAHAPRANA = ttha
1B1F  ᬟ BALINESE LETTER DA MURDA ALPAPRANA = dda
1B20  ᬠ BALINESE LETTER DA MURDA MAHAPRANA = ddha
1B21  ᬡ BALINESE LETTER NA RAMBAT = nna
1B22  ᬢ BALINESE LETTER TA = tha
1B23  ᬣ BALINESE LETTER TA TAWA = tha
1B24  ᬤ BALINESE LETTER DA = da
1B25  ᬥ BALINESE LETTER DA MADU = dha
1B26  ᬦ BALINESE LETTER NA = na
1B27  ᬧ BALINESE LETTER PA = pa
1B28  ᬨ BALINESE LETTER PA KAPAL = pha
1B29  ᬩ BALINESE LETTER BA = bha
1B2A  ᬪ BALINESE LETTER BA KEMBANG = bha
1B2B  ᬫ BALINESE LETTER MA = ma
1B2C  ᬬ BALINESE LETTER YA = ya
1B2D  ᬭ BALINESE LETTER RA = ra
1B2E  ᬮ BALINESE LETTER LA = la
1B2F  ᬯ BALINESE LETTER WA = wa
1B30  ᬰ BALINESE LETTER SA SAGA = sha
1B31  ᬱ BALINESE LETTER SA SAPA = ssa
1B32  ᬲ BALINESE LETTER SA = sa
1B33  ᬳ BALINESE LETTER HA = ha

Sign

1B34  ᬴ BALINESE SIGN REREKAN = nukta

Dependent vowel signs

1B35  ᬵ BALINESE VOWEL SIGN TEDUNG = aa
1B36  ᬶ BALINESE VOWEL SIGN ULU = i
1B37  ᬷ BALINESE VOWEL SIGN ULU SARI = ii
1B38  ᬸ BALINESE VOWEL SIGN SUKU = u
1B39  ᬹ BALINESE VOWEL SIGN SUKU ILUT = uu
1B3A  ᬺ BALINESE VOWEL SIGN RA REPA = vocalic r
1B3B  ᬻ BALINESE VOWEL SIGN RA REPA TEDUNG = vocalic rr
     | 1B3A  ᬺ 1B35  ᬵ
1B3C  ᬼ BALINESE VOWEL SIGN LA LENGA = vocalic l
1B3D  ᬽ BALINESE VOWEL SIGN LA LENGA TEDUNG = vocalic ll
     | 1B3C  ᬼ 1B35  ᬵ
1B3E  ᬾ BALINESE VOWEL SIGN TALING = e
1B3F  ᬿ BALINESE VOWEL SIGN TALING REPA = ai
1B40  廬 BALINESE VOWEL SIGN TALING TEDUNG = o
**Balinese**

**Additional consonants**

- 1B45 ᐃ BALINESE LETTER KAF SASAK
- 1B46 ᐁ BALINESE LETTER KHOT SASAK
- 1B47 ᐇ BALINESE LETTER TZIR SASAK
- 1B48 ᐈ BALINESE LETTER EF SASAK
- 1B49 ᐉ BALINESE LETTER VE SASAK
- 1B4A ᐊ BALINESE LETTER ZAL SASAK
- 1B4B ᐋ BALINESE LETTER ASYURA SASAK

**Digits**

- 1B50 ᐐ BALINESE DIGIT ZERO
- 1B51 ᐑ BALINESE DIGIT ONE
- 1B52 ᐒ BALINESE DIGIT TWO
- 1B53 ᐓ BALINESE DIGIT THREE
- 1B54 ᐔ BALINESE DIGIT FOUR
- 1B55 ᐕ BALINESE DIGIT FIVE
- 1B56 ᐖ BALINESE DIGIT SIX
- 1B57 ᐗ BALINESE DIGIT SEVEN
- 1B58 ᐘ BALINESE DIGIT EIGHT
- 1B59 ᐙ BALINESE DIGIT NINE

**Punctuation**

- 1B5A ᐑ BALINESE PANTI
- 1B5B ᐒ BALINESE PAMADA
- 1B5C ᐓ BALINESE WINDU
- 1B5D ᐔ BALINESE CARIK PAMUNGKAH
- 1B5E ᐕ BALINESE CARIK SIKI
- 1B5F ᐖ BALINESE CARIK PAREREN
- 1B60 ᐗ BALINESE PAMENENG

**Musical symbols for notes**

- 1B61 ᐑ BALINESE MUSICAL SYMBOL DONG
- 1B62 ᐒ BALINESE MUSICAL SYMBOL DENG
- 1B63 ᐓ BALINESE MUSICAL SYMBOL DUNG
- 1B64 ᐔ BALINESE MUSICAL SYMBOL DANG
- 1B65 ᐕ BALINESE MUSICAL SYMBOL DANG SURANG
- 1B66 ᐖ BALINESE MUSICAL SYMBOL DING
- 1B67 ᐗ BALINESE MUSICAL SYMBOL DAENG
- 1B68 ᐘ BALINESE MUSICAL SYMBOL DEUNG
- 1B69 ᐙ BALINESE MUSICAL SYMBOL DAING
- 1B6A ᐚ BALINESE MUSICAL SYMBOL DANG GEDE

**Diacritical marks for musical symbols**

- 1B6B ᐟ BALINESE MUSICAL SYMBOL COMBINING TEGEH
- 1B6C ᐠ BALINESE MUSICAL SYMBOL COMBINING ENDEP
- 1B6D ᐡ BALINESE MUSICAL SYMBOL COMBINING KEMPUL
- 1B6E ᐢ BALINESE MUSICAL SYMBOL COMBINING KEMPLI
- 1B6F ᐣ BALINESE MUSICAL SYMBOL COMBINING JEGOGAN
- 1B70 ᐤ BALINESE MUSICAL SYMBOL COMBINING KEMPUL WITH JEGOGAN
- 1B71 ᐥ BALINESE MUSICAL SYMBOL COMBINING KEMPLI WITH JEGOGAN
- 1B72 ᐦ BALINESE MUSICAL SYMBOL COMBINING BENE
- 1B73 ᐧ BALINESE MUSICAL SYMBOL COMBINING GONG

**Musical symbols**

- 1B74 ᐦ BALINESE MUSICAL SYMBOL RIGHT-HAND OPEN DUG
- 1B75 ᐧ BALINESE MUSICAL SYMBOL RIGHT-HAND OPEN DAG
- 1B76 ᐦ BALINESE MUSICAL SYMBOL RIGHT-HAND CLOSED TUK
- 1B77 ᐧ BALINESE MUSICAL SYMBOL RIGHT-HAND CLOSED TAK
- 1B78 ᐦ BALINESE MUSICAL SYMBOL LEFT-HAND OPEN PANG
- 1B79 ᐧ BALINESE MUSICAL SYMBOL LEFT-HAND OPEN PUNG
- 1B7A ᐦ BALINESE MUSICAL SYMBOL LEFT-HAND CLOSED PLAK
- 1B7B ᐧ BALINESE MUSICAL SYMBOL LEFT-HAND CLOSED PLUK
- 1B7C ᐦ BALINESE MUSICAL SYMBOL LEFT-HAND OPEN PING